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 CaseSite is a case management and collaboration platform built to support the Paul Weiss Litigation Depart-
ment and its best practices for information management. It serves as a homepage for each litigation or investigation and is 
based on a template that is scalable and flexible enough to allow for customization for each matter.

 In 2019, the Litigation Department worked with e-discovery and knowledge management experts, 
project managers and senior IT developers to create a detailed policy for managing litigation documents. “We found we were 
repeatedly handling large-scale litigations with lawyers using several different tools” says Boehning. “We wanted to take those 
and create a single space where all litigators can go to access the e-discovery, the court dockets, the correspondence and 
more.” The team created a custom solution for the firm, with a comprehensive set of tools, which now serves as a case man-
agement and collaboration platform for over 300 matters. “CaseSite features a user-friendly solution that puts key documents 
right at your fingertips,” Gotler says. “It’s made the document management process seamless, so lawyers and legal staff can 
focus on the content and the advice they provide.”

 CaseSite was purpose-built for the firm and based on existing workflows, with the cross-func-
tional development team conducting focus groups and interviews with lawyers and legal support stakeholders. “Cultural fit 
was important to drive adoption,” says Gotler. “But the uptake was so quick that we were able to roll out the platform even 
faster than we had hoped. The planning before doing really helped.” Adds Boehning, “We have yet to see anyone else with 
these types of tools, and it’s an advantage to our lawyers and therefore our clients.”
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